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Fluxon Devices

shigeki SAKAI, Hiroshi AKOH, Akihiko yAGI and Hisao HAYAKAHA
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New fluxon devices' i.e.' a fluxon feedback oscillator and a fluxon transferdevice are proposed. The successful operalions of bot,h devices are obtained by usingJosephson samplers' The fluxon feedback oscillat,or realizes a oscillation stateconsisting of a fluxon-pulse lrain. The oscillation period can be controlled beLween35 and 70 ps. The essential memory-device operation of the fluxon tranfer deviee isconfirmed. Possible appJ-ications of the fluxon devices are also discussed.

There has been much inLerest in fluxons
moving in a Josephson transmission line (JTL).
Here, we propose and describe a group of nev
devices called 'fluxon devices'. we believe that
the devices wiII become essential elemenLs for
constructing new applicaLion fields. one example
of Lhem is the fluxon feedback oscillator, and
another is the fluxon transfer device. We have
obtained successful operations of both devices
using a Josephson sampling technique.

1. Fluxon Feedback Oscillator
The fluxon feedback oscillator (FF0) makes an

oscillation staLe eonsisting of a pulse train. The
vidt,h of a pulse determined by the feature of
inherent fluxon motions is very narro\,t, and its
typica] value is less than b ps.l) The oscillation
frequency depending on the lengLh of the JTL can
be controlled by dc bias currents fed to the JTL.
The maximum oscillation frequency is roughly esti_
mated t,o be Lhe inverse of Lwiee the half_width of
a pulse. This means that Lhe maximum oscillation
frequeney is 2b0-b00 GHz if the width is 1-2 ps.

The structure of the FFO is shown in Fig 1.

The junction is formed between a widely spreading
Iower superconducror and an upper superconduetor
curved like a ring, forming a ring-shaped JTL.
Both edges of the upper superconductor are con_
nected with a feedback resistor R1. At one edge A

of the JTL, the device has a terminal to which a
dc current I" and a trigger impulse current Io can
be applied. An outpuL circuit, a load resistor Rr
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Fie. 1. StrucLure of Lhe fluxon feedback oscilla-
tor.

in the case of Fig. 1, is connected to the olher
edge B.

The operational principLe is as follows.
Initially, the dc current I" is supplied to the
JTL under Lhe condition of I.( I"0, where I.0 is
the threshold currenl Lo keep the JTL in the zero
voltage state. Next, by applying a trigger irnpulse
current Ip, a fluxon is genera[ed at this side of
the JTL. The generated fLuxon moves Loward the
edge B. It disappears at this edge, and at Lhe
same time the vortex current of the fluxon rs
absorbed inLo R1 as welr as RL, because the varues
of R1 and R1 are chosen so that the load impedance
(a funcLion of R1 and ft-) connected to Lhe edge B

is the order of the characteristic impedance of
the JTL.2) Thus, the feedback current 11 flowing
in R1 is added to Iu. Then, a fluxon is generated
once again and moves to the edge B. The above
process is repeated infinitely, i.e., an oscilla_
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tion state is realized. The value of Ie affects

the oscillation period, sinee the initial velocity
of the generated fluxon increases with increasing

Ie. The oscillation period can also be controlled
by changing a dc current Ig fed to a middle point

on the JTL as shown in Fig. 1, because the Lorentz

force due to Ig changes the velocity of the

fluxon.
Figure 2 shows a photograph of an actually

fabricated sample. It consists of a ring-shaped

JTL, a trigger pulse generator (TPG) and a

Josephson sampler (JS). The JTL is made bv the

NbNAbN junction where Lhe barrier is formed by

the niobium oxide.3) It is 2.5 pm wide and 95 pm

long. (The diameter of the ring is ^.34 &rm. ) NbN

has the large magnetic penetraLion depth i.1. Since

the larger i.1 results in the smaller Josephson

penetration depth i.; which gives a measure of the

spatial spreading of a fluxon, NbN is attractive
for making the device small. Resistors are made by

Au-In fil-ms. The TPG and the JS are fabricated by

the Pb-alloy technology. The TPG gives a single

shot signala) The JS is constructed by a direct
coupled Josephson sampler.5)

Figure 3 shovs the waveform obtained aL

Ielle0 = 0.69 and I3lI30 = 0.20, where I.0 is O.aa

mA and Ig0 ( the threshold current of Ig ) is 0.9B

mA. In this ease, the oscillalion period is 38.0

ps (The oscillation frequency is 26.3 GIz). The

half-width of each pulse is -11 ps, which is -4
times larger than that obtained from the computer

simulation. The difference is thought to be due to

the deterioralion of the resolution of the

Josephson sampling system caused by jitters and

crosstalks. The critical current density Ig of the

JTL is 1.9 kA/cn?. Then, we obtain i.-1 = 5.0,-rm

vhich satisfies the relation I.0 = 2i..1wlg,6) where

!r is the width of the JTL. The length of the JTL

becomes 19i..y. The upper NbN is 0.7 pm thick and

the lower is 1.0 prn thick. The JTL has the normal

resistance RNU of 93 f2lrm2 and the sub-gap res-

istance Rg6 of 463 ftpm2. The sheet resistance of
the Au-In film is 1.0 CI, The critical current

density of the Pb- alloy iunctions is 3.9 kA,/cm2.

The dependence of lhe oscillation period T on

I. and Ig is shown in Fie. 4. As shown in Fie. 4,

T is controlled between 35 and 70 ps by changing

Ig and I.. \{hen I. is less than 0.27 HA, Lhe

oscillation is not observed, vhether Ig is applied

or not. This means that the generation of a fluxon

is not affected by the exislence of Ig. This is
easily understood by the fact Lhat Lhe spatial
spreading of f e (-2,1J ) and Ig (-4lr.y ) are much

smaller than Lhe separation (-11n.1) between Lhe

feedpoint of Ig and that of I" (i.e., the edge).

The solid ]ines in Fie. 4 represent the

result of the computer simulaLion performed by

using a circuit analysis program. The values of
L = 0.69 pH,/oand C = 12 LtF/cm2 are used in the

simulaLion, where L and C is the sheet inductance

and the capacitance per unit area of the JTL,

respectively.T)
The energy carried by a fluxon is the order

Time 
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Fie. 4. Dependence of the oscillation period T on
I. and Ig. The solid lines are the simula-
tion results.
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of 10-77 n,19-19 .;.e1 If the oscillation period is
10*100 ps, then the polrer is estimated to be 10-6

- 10-9 l.l.

The FFO gives us important functions for
various kinds of circuit applications. It can be

operaled as a memory device, in vhich an oscilla-
tion state corresponds to the storage of informa-
tion " 7" , and non-oscillation state corresponds to
"0". The size of the memory is decided by the loop
size. According to the simulation, the oscillation
states can be realized even in the case where the
JTL length is -4iJ. If r+e choose l1L = ZAOO f
NbN)7) and I0 = 3 l<A/cn?, then, lle obtain
iJ*4 ,rm, resulting i.n t.he loop diameler of -5 pm

@k1/tr).
The FFO may also be used for hieh frequency

signal sources such as local oscillators of the
Josephson or SIS mixers and a si-gnal source
offering an ultra-hieh clock rate of the Josephson

A-D converter.

2. Fluxon Transfer Device

The fluxon transfer device (FTD) consists of
a JTL r+ith partially resistive shunled regions as

shown in Fie. 5. A fluxon can be intentionally
stopped at the resislive shunled region, (i.e.
information is slored, ) and can be moved by

applying a drive currenl to the region (i.e.,
information is transferred). This phenomenon is
interpreted qualitatively as follows. A fluxon
generated at one edge intends to move tovard to
the other edge. Hovever, vhen it enters into Lhe

resistive shunLed region, iL loses the kinetic
energy GV2/2) because the energy is absorbed into
the shunLed resisLor. Then, the fluxon cannot go

ahead and back if l/e choose the size of the
resist.or so that it stops at this region. Accord*
ing to the computer simulation, the range of the

size of the resistor required for realizing this
function is fairly wide. For exampl_e, if the
length of the resistor is-2i..;, and Rgg/R1r11r1 -f,
this function is real_ized by choosing Rsu/(\fN/w)

-0.3, where R"u is the resistance of the shunted

resislor per unit lengLh. When a drive currenL is
applied to the region, the fluxon begins to move.

Figure 6(a) is a photograph of a fabricated
sample, and Fig. 6(b) shows ils schematic diagrarn.

A NbN bN JTL with dimensions of 2.btrm x 120lrm has

a resistive shunted region. The dimensions of the
resistor made by a Au-In film is Bpm x 6pm. To this
region, a [erminal to which a dc current Ipp is
supplied and a ]atch generati.ng circuit (LG) are
connected. To one edge of the JTL a pulse generat-
ing circuit (PG) and a terminal for supplying a dc

edge current Iu are connected. To the other edge

of the JTL a JS is connected. The output of lhe LG

is connected to the Josephson sampling gate
through a resistor in order to estimate the delay
time of the fluxon signal from Lhe latch signal
applied by the LG. The PG, LG and JS are fabri-
caled by the Pb-alloy technology.

Results of Lhe Josephson sampling observation
are shown in Fie. 7. Figure 7(a) shovs the wave-

form obtained at Ie,/IeO =0.12 on the condition
Lhat, before a fluxon is generated at one edge,

the dc drive currenl Ipp is applied (Ipp,/Ipp0 =

is tor i,t r*r Jo,s ephs cn
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Fie. 6. (a) Photograph and (b) schematic diagram
of a fabricaled FTD.
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Fie. 5. SLruclure of the fluxon transfer device.
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Fie. 7. Results of the
tion at I./I^"0
(a ) IPP,zIDDU =

Time

Josephson
= 0 .12.
0. 15. (b )

0.15). This sample has I"0 of 0.66 mA and lpp0 of
1.3 mA and Ig of 3.S kA,/cm2, where I"0 and Inn0

are the threshold currents of I" and Ip, respec-

tively. Then ve obtain iJ=3.8 pm. The sheet

resistance of the Au-In film is 1.0 Q/a, The first
pulse found at t=tl in Fie. ?(a) is the signal of
a fluxon vhich reaches the JS circuit vithout
sLopping at the resistive shunted region. In this
case, since Inn is applied in advance, a fluxon
generated at one edge never stops at this region.

The reference latch signal synchronizing with the

current Ip1 supplied from the LG is found L=t2.

Since there is no fluxon in the JTL vhen Ip;is
applied, no fluxon pulse is superimposed Lo the

reference latch signal.
Figure 7(b) is the waveform obtained under

the same condition in the case of Fig. 7(a) except

that Inn is set to be zero. In this case, fluxon

signals at t=t1 are not found. On the other hand,

a fluxon signal is found after the latch signal is
applied (t=t2). This means that a generated fluxon

sLops at the resistive shunted region, and begins

to move by applying the latch signal. From Fig. 7

it can be said that the fluxon is hold in the

resisLive shunted region at }east for'-50Ops. The

delay time at this read-oul operation is^ 50ps,

which agrees fairly vell vith the computer simula-

tion result.
Figure I shows a quasi-stat,ic operation of

the sample to demonstraLe a memory operation. At

the clock 'a' an input signal I\d, which triggers a

3-junction interferomeLer in the PG to generate a

fluxon in the JTL, is applied. No output signal

appears at this clock. This means that a generated
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Fie. 8. Quasi-static operation of the fluxon
transfer device. (X: 50 ps,/div. )

fluxon is stored at the resistive shunted region.

At the clock 'b' when a drive eurrenL IOn is
appLied to this region, we can see an outpuL latch
signal at the Josephson sampling gate, which means

the stored fluxon is read out. At the clock 'c' no

input current is applied. Then, at the clock 'd'

an oulpuL signal, of course, does not appear.

These can be an essential memory device operaLion.

Figure 8 also shows the stored informalion is hold

in the resistive shunted region at least for the

order of 100 its.
The FTD will be used for memory devices and

shift registers. The di.mensions of the device

depend on ft.1. If we choose ,lL =zaoO f NbN ) and

I0= 6kA,/cm2, then, we obtain iJ -2.8pm, which

makes the devices considerably smal}.

In sunmary, a fluxon feedback oscillator and

a fluxon transfer device are proposed. The

successful operaLions of both devices are

obLained. The oscillation period of the fluxon

feedback oscillator is controlled betveen 35 and

70 ps. The essential memory-device operation of
the fluxon transfer device is confirmed.
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